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Foundation might
face legal action
But in a Feb. 2 letter to
Delaney, Best cited a 1987
Attorney General’s opinion
that involved a private compa
Local activist Ross Best
ny working through the
said Thursday he will take
Montana Historical Society, a
legal action against the UM
public agency, to restore the
Foundation if it does not pub
Daly Mansion in Hamilton. It
licly release the Fort Missoula
said that because the private
land sale contract by
company was working through
Wednesday.
a public agency, it’s meetings
“If they haven’t started
should be open.
moving in the right direction,”
“According to the
Best said, “Fm going to hire a
lawyer.”
Missoulian, George Dennison,
the President of the university
Best said if the foundation
has indicated that the
hasn’t produced the contract
Foundation acts as an agent of
between it and Divot
the university and the Board
Development by Feb. 22, he
of Regents in its dealings with
would take the foundation to
land at Fort Missoula formerly
court to force it to release the
contract.
belonging to the university,”
Best said.
Divot Development wants
Delaney said that is an
to build more than 300 homes
on 83 acres of
_____________ ________________ “incorrect
land once
assumption”
f they haven’t start and
owned by UM.
The university
ed moving in the
although it
turned the
may
be true
right direction, I’m
land over to
the founda
going to hire a
the UM
tion works
Foundation, a
with the
lawyer. ”
private firm
University,
—Ross Best,
that generates
the Fort
local activist
money and
Missoula
support for
land is in
UM, which
the founda
wants to sell it to Divot.
tion’s name. Divot is also a pri
Ted Delaney, the director of vate firm, which makes the
operations for the foundation,
contract a private agreement
said Thursday night he didn’t
that is not subject to the open
know of Best’s plans.
meetings law, he said.
“That’s news to me,”
In addition to opening its
Delaney said. “I’ll wait until
meetings, Best’s letter also
we see some more information
requested access to “docu
from our legal council.”
ments and meetings pertain
Best said he will try to
ing to property at Fort
prove in court that the founda
Missoula.”
tion should have to follow the
Best also contends that the
Montana “right to know” law
foundation is violating state
and make its business public,
right-to-know law because it
even though it is funded by
won’t make public the contract
private sources. He said that
with Divot.
since the foundation’s function
Delaney said the foundation
is to raise money and support
does publicly offer documents
for the university, it should, by between the foundation, a pri
“the spirit of the law,” be a
vate agency, and UM, a public
public agency as well.
agency, including documents
The Montana Constitution
dating back to 1966 when the
says the meetings and docu
land was turned over to UM.
ments of public agencies must
The Divot contract is private,
be open.
he said.
“I don’t want to go to court,”
Best said in the letter that
Best said, “because it will cost
“citizens have approached the
money.”
foundation with requests for
Delaney said Thursday
access to documents and meet
afternoon that the foundation
ings. The foundation has
is a private company, so it
taken the position that as a
doesn’t have to conduct open
private institution it has no
meetings. The contract
legal obligation to provide
between the foundation and
such access.”
Divot was a private agreement
Delaney said Best visited
that doesn’t have to be
the foundation on Wednesday,
released to the public.
but didn’t want the informa
“It (the contract) is a
tion, because he was looking
spelled-out agreement
for a copy of the Divot
between two parties,” Delaney
Contract. Delaney said he
said.
would mail the packet to him
UM is a public agency
anyway.
because it receives state fund
Best said he did stop by,
ing and must keep its meet
but wasn’t offered any packet.
ings open, but the foundation
It did come in the mail
is private, and does not.
Thursday, he added.

Kevin Crough

Kaitnin Staff

UM moves toward gender equity
UM has met the first wave
of requirements for gender
equity in athletics, but a per
fect balance is still a long
term goal, UM’s athletic
director said this week.
Last week, the athletic
department gave their first
major report on gender equi
ty reforms to the U.S.
Department of Education
Office of Civil Rights (OCR).
UM now complies with the
13 areas that had to be cor
rected by Feb. 1.
“I think it gets frustrating,
and people want (change)
right now,” said Ann Lake,
senior basketball player,
“Sure, I think the women
should have everything the
men have. We just have to
realize they are doing all

WAa# UM has done to
comply with Title IV:

• Added women’s coaches
and assistant coaches.
• Adjusted coaches’, assis
tant coaches’ and graduate
assistants’ salaries.
• Reassigned office space
equally between men’s and
women’s team coaches.
• Arranged for equal

they can with the budget
they have.”
Last spring, UM was
found in violation of Title IV
of the Civil Rights Act, pro
hibiting discrimination on
the basis of sex in education
al program's at federally
funded schools.
According to Title IV, the
ratio of men to women ath
letes must be equivalent to
the student body ratio of men
to women. UM’s student body
is about 50-50; to be in com
pliance, the ratio of athletes
must be about 50-50, said
Kathy Noble, athletic associ
ate director.
Women’s golf, implement
ed this spring, and women’s
soccer, to begin next fall, will
make the ratio of men to
women athletes about 60-40,
athletic Director Bill Moos
said. He said additional
access to courtesy cars.
• Arranged for certified
trainers to attend an equal
number of men’s and
women’s competitions.
• Provided equal availabili
ty and services of training
rooms and athletic trainers
to male and women athletes;
• Provided sports informa
tion personnel and publicity

S p ecia l V al en tine se c ti o n

Sara Jablonski
Kaimin Reporter

Am ore an d More in ‘94

I

Gregory Rec
KATHY NOBLE, associate director of the athletic department, stands in the cur
Kaimin
rent women s locker room. Noble says athletes will have equal facilities after the
women move into the renovated men’s locker room this summer, and the men move into a new lock
er room under the Washington-Grizzly Stadium.

Kaimin is a Salish word that means "messages.

women’s teams will have to
be added to raise the percent
age.
The student activity fee,
$30 a semester, is paying for
the new golf and soccer pro
grams, and the fee will prob
ably be raised with the addi
tion of more women’s teams,
said Noble.
“It would be nice if the
state would give us some
money. But it doesn’t usually
work that way around here,”
she said. “It’s not just an ath
letic problem, it’s a universi
ty problem. If we don’t come
into compliance, the universi
ty will lose federal funding.”
The athletic department is
creating a student survey to
find out what athletic inter
ests are on campus or will be

See “Equity” page 3
services evenly.
• Developed new media
guides; women’s teams
equivalent to men’s.
• Represented women’s
and men’s teams equally in
highlight tapes.
• Reassigned support ser
vices and clerical staff to
women’s teams equivalent to
the men’s teams.

Page 13

Students
sought
to tutor tots

expressions
EDITORIAL--------

Love really can
make a difference
What’s love got to do with it?
Sexually transmitted diseases.
Drunken courtships that turn into
early morning regrets.
AIDS.
Who gets the TV you and your livein bought just two months earlier.
Tina Turner’s early ’80s hit didn t
begin to describe how screwed up our
society is when it comes to romance.
With Valentine’s Day this Monday,
we have to realize that the idea of oldfashioned love may not be at the fore
front of people’s minds.
A courtship that used to start with
a first date, very proper and prepared,
now starts with a list of past sexual
partners and a pre-nuptial agreement
Our media and culture are perva
sive with images of the breakdown of
human romantic relationships. Heart
has a popular song called “Will You
Be There (In The Morning),” asking
the classic question, whether the guy
or the girl will be staying for break
fast. The movie, “Basic Instinct,”
depicted a man who was attracted to
the wrong woman for the wrong rea
sons: sex, sex and more sex.
Divorce rates have gone up since
the late ’70s. Currently about 50 per
cent of marriages end and the number
is rising. *
Our society is running a market of
disposable human relationships,
tossed away whenever they become
too messy or complicated.
What’s love got to do with it?
We seem to have lost sight of the
power of human contact; the need for
us to realize how precious life is and
what our relationship to it is. When is
the last time you’ve told your spouse,
significant other, parent or best friend
how much they mean to you, with sin
cerity?
The Beatles said all you need is
love. You need caring, understanding
and to think beyond primal needs —
hunger, thirst and sex.
But without love, we are gray souls
living in a gray world. And it’s hard to
find love in a world that allows newly
born babies in Somalia to die without
knowing who their mothers were
except that they couldn’t provide milk.
It’s hard to search for love in a world
that still makes women sex objects
and tells men to notch the bedpost.
It’s not fun to even think about love
when your bank account means more
than your spouse.
But you have to try. You can
change society one person at a time.
Show some love, some caring, some
understanding. Let those around you
know they are loved. Take time for
your closest friends and even perfect
strangers.
Open the door for them. Help them
carry groceries to their car. Give a
quarter to someone who’s come up one
short at the checkout. If you change
your immediate world, then maybe
those you opened up to will change
theirs. A chain reaction from some
simple gestures. It’s naive to think
that everyone will change, but it’s bet
ter than sitting around bitching.
What’s love got to do with it?
Everything.

—Michael David Thomas

Keep the Saint, lose the Valentine
When is Valentine’s Day? Monday?
Big deal.
Never understood Valentine’s Day.
Never.
A guy like me enjoys the blacker
things in life; knife fights, chicken
fried steak and the like.
Maybe my dislike stems from the
fact that Valentine’s Day is the first
post-Holiday Season Holiday in which ■
we (far from the personal, “we,” this
we applies to those of you tolerated
intimately by another - be said inti
mate other: male or female, animal or
vegetable, mineral or lichen) are
expected to exchange gifts.
You didn’t get any action out of your
Late December Holiday (or not) of
Choice gift and you’re not going to get
any outta this one, either. Forgive me,
I was thinking out type again.
Here is what I propose we do.
Let’s get drunk.
Initially, I realize this looks like me
trying to legitimize something I’d be
doing anyway, but look closer. Now
closer still. You see, this is what I am
thinking.
St. Patrick’s Day is a ripoff at this
school because it falls over Spring
Break (capital “S” for, “Stork,” capital
“B” for, “Ball.” Stork Ball says it all)
and it is impossible to celebrate St.

Column
by
Shecky
Daly
Patrick’s Day while on SB. You cannot
appropriately toast the difficult strug
gle of the Irish with a drunken celebra
tion when you are roasting under the
Patos, Mexico sun, and neither can I.
Why?
Because you are roasting under the
Patos, Mexico sun, and you are the
only person I know.
For certain, we are not empowered
to change the actual date of an actual
holiday. If we even attempted such a
feat, the Hobday Date Setting
Gremlins would eat our chins right off
our faces. Instead, let us consider this
a prelude to SPD that will thoroughly
outdo the actual ‘94 gala. For those of
you to whom this seems too far
fetched, perhaps you can find solace in
that a) both are Saints b) key repre
sentative symbols of both are found on
playing cards -and- c) I can never
remember if my friend Knsten

Rubley’s birthday falls on February 17
or March 14.
The beauty of this plan is readily
apparent. We, the depressed drinkers
by ourselves of the world have been
made to feel guilty by a set of stan
dards society draped over us as we lay
passed out in gutters, in a pool of bodi
ly fluids which were either our own or
some inconsiderate passerby’s.
We will be able to postpone the
inevitable pasting of derogatory labels
on our foreheads by, not drinking
depressed and alone to dull the pain of
not being loved, or even acknowledged,
by even teachers, in even classes, even
when we have our hand up, and no one
else does even, even if their was some
one else in the class (which there
isn’t), but instead celebrating on the
wrong day, with equaby pathetic and
unattractive losers, a hobday which ab
but demands we do so.
You with me?
Heck, the best Valentine’s Day I
ever had was in 1986. That day, I gave

Letters to the Editor
Sexually frustrated
column misplaced
Editor:
In regard to Shaun Jeszenka’s col
umn, we can’t bebeve you cab this
journalism. Since when are your
columns arenas for the venting of sex
ual frustrations? How can you justify
printing such a sexist column in a
paper that is read and financed by
female students? This column is the
worst piece of joumabsm we have read
since Dave Hansen’s columns.
Due to Mr. Jeszenka’s lack of sexual
prowess, he blamed women for his dat
ing inadequacies. This had definitely
impaired his ability to write a bteral,
rational column. Elis blatant use of
stereotypes about what he thinks the
feminist movement represents is mis
construed. We, as feminists, dedicate
our time and energy to educate ab stu
dents about violence against women.
We encourage women to transcend the
traditional female roles set by society
through education, not by hating and
abenating men.
It is good that you can’t find women
that “can take a good beating, then
come back after a few soft words.
Obviously feminists are getting some
where; women won’t take your abuse.
We hope that other men don’t see rela
tionships as superficially as you do.
We urge you to stick with dogs,
although we would be surprised to find
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a dog that would stick to you.
In response to Ryan Husmann s let
ter, your attitude is disgusting. We
ran’t. believe that you would consider
the “ultimate crime” castration, not
murder or rape. Not only does your
argument reflect sexual insecurity, but
moral ignorance. We hope there are
not any real men out there like you.
Christine Stewart
junior, English education
Alice Marsh
senior, geology

Surgery solved
spectacle hassle
Editor:
This is in reference to the article
about radial keratotomy in Friday’s
paper.
I went through the surgery last
October with Dr. Sabsbury. It’s amaz
ing what I can see now. Before the
surgery, I couldn’t see more than a foot
in front of my face. Now, I don’t need
glasses or contact lenses for anything.
Dr. Sabsbury was amazed at how
much correction I reaby got. He didn’t
expect such a success rate for me.
It’s amazing what happened ab in a
matter of minutes. For 10 minutes of
surgery, I can sit in the back row of
class and see'the chalkboard, I can
wake up and see out the window with
out fumbling for my glasses, and that’s

blood.
Screw it.
Maybe we should even go to Butte.
-Shecky Daly proposed the idea that
a certain big name musical group
shake things up by changing their
name to NKOTB.

just a couple of
things that are so
cool, now.
One of the biggest \

problems I don’t have
to deal with anymore
are contact lenses and
all the chemicals and
junk that accompanies them.
In 20 or 30 years I may have to
wear bifocals, but so do hundreds of
other people. It’s a normal part of life.
Because I would have worn glasses
anyway when I was 40, 20 years of cor
rective-lens freedom is worth it to me.
I recommend this surgery to anyone
who hates to bother with corrective
wear.
Krista Schulz
junior, forestry

Correction:
In yesterday’s column, “The
fallen bridges of Yugoslavia” by
Ibon Vibelabeitia, an important
reference to the Islamic culture
was omitted in the editing
process. The Musbm Ottoman
Empire’s occupation of the
Balkan peninsula for more than
five centuries, played a key role in
the cultural, social, pobtical and
religious making of the Balkan s
mosaic.
—Ibon Vibelabeitia
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Do you have questions that you cannot ask your
mother or roommate? Are you loveless, compulsive or
obsessive? Is Dear Abby out of reach? Submit your
queries to x'W\i« dlwwoimdle in Journalism 204..

Exhibit debunks myths of the West
barque Richter
for the Kaimin

^SPizza ^Pipeline
OPEN^T

2100 Stephens

'until 1 a.m.

4 DAYS ONLY!

Sun. -Thurs
i until 2 a.m.
L Fri. - Sat. J

valid Feb. 11th - 14th
(no coupons required)
We now accept VISA & Master Card
(Please mention when ordering)

ANY

Any 16"
Two Item Pizza

12" One Item Pizza
plus One Garden
Salad
& One Soft Drink

plus Two
22 oz. Soft Drinks

ONLY $8.00

$6.25

WILL YA LOOK AT THE
SIZE OF THAT THING!

Late Night Special

Any 26" One Item Pizza
plus Four 22oz. Soft Drinks

ONLY $15.00

(valid after 9 p.m.)

$6.75
Any 16" One Item
-or14" Two Item Pizza

FREE DELIVERY
THE HOTLINE! • 721-7500

Smoke Signals
New or transfer Indian Students needing
assistance or information please contact
NAS at 243-5831 or EOP at 243-5032. Leave
message for Peer Mentoring Program.

Any one interested in running for

The land in the West was
empty before the white man
came. Women coming across
the frontier wore dresses with
hoops and petticoats. These
are some of the myths that the
new exhibit “The Other West:
Myth and Reality,” at the
Historical Museum at Fort
Missoula will address.
Sunday, Feb. 13, the muse
um will host a reception for
the exhibit from 1 p.m. to 4
p.m. The exhibit will be up for
one year, closing on Jan.3,
1995.
L. Jane Richards, curator of
the exhibit, said that myths
are used by every culture to
teach morals and manners.
“A myth is not a false story
or an untrue statement,”
'Richards said. “The Bible has

myths too.”
The exhibit begins by defin
ing what was and is consid
ered “the West.” It discusses
what the West was like “In the
beginning” and several ver
sions of the creation of the
West, shown through Acoma
pueblo writer, Simon J. Ortiz’s
poem “Creation According to
Coyote,” from his book “Woven
Stone.”
The section “We were here,
the land was not empty,” con
tains American Indian arti
facts like the beaded cradle
board which was given to
Montana Governor Joseph
Dixon at his 1920 inaugura
tion.
The biggest myths of the
West were generated by
movies Richards said, and
these movie myths influenced
reality.
“When the movies came in

Your chance to change the sytem!
ASUM Constitutional Referendum
February 14-16,1994

9A.M-4P.M.

MISS KYI-YO
please sign up in
Native American Studies
by 2/11/94
Candidates will be introduced at the Mini-Pow-Wow
on Feb. 12th.

KYI YO Mini Pow Wow
Feb. 12th
Hellgate Elementary Gym
Grand entry is at 7 p.m.

KYI-YO Club meetings at 5p.m. NAS Basement every Thurs

1-90 _

Mullan Rd.
Hellgate Elematary
School

* should the Vice-President be allowed to
vote when he/she is not presiding over the
Senate meeting?

* should a recall procedure (to remove
elected officials from office by a petition
and vote of the student body) be written
into the ASUM Constitution?
PLUS: a survey (not an official ballot) of op
tions for changing the semester calendar!

Peer-mentoring Program and NAS

Voting booths will be set up on the

north side of the University Center.

CRACKER

continued from page 1

Equity:

BALLOT ISSUES'.

* should the general elections be moved
from May to earlier in the semester?

Cake Walk and Raffle
Beaded Belt Buckle and Woman's Schawl
Pendleton Blacket and $50 Cash
EVERYONE WELCOME!

and the cowboy saw how they
said he dressed, he began
dressing this way,” Richards
"said. “Theater changes
things.”
Also, movies and art por
trayed cowboys without dirt,
and women in nice dresses,
hoops and petticoats, she said.
Western movie heros like
Hopalong Cassidy and
Calamity Jane were never
dirty, she added.
A postcard of Buffalo Bill
with Sitting Bull and other
American Indians in Venice
disputes the myth that
American Indians never trav
eled, Richards said.
The exhibit contains works
by artists such as Larry
Pirnie, James Bama, Jeff
Sutton, and local artist Len
McCann, who is also designing
the exhibit.
Other exhibits at the muse
um are “Buffalo Soldiers:
Black Soldiers of the West,”
which contains artifacts from
the Civil War, SpanishAmerican War and World War
1; “The Woven Image,” which
contains weavings from
around the country; and
“Missoula: A Community
Evolves.”

Please bring your validated student ID

or any picture ID w/ your schedule/bill.

"American-Made Rock
at its FINEST."

GET OUT AND VOTE!

College Music Journal. 1993

MONDAY FEBRUARY 14 - WED. FEBRUARY 16

MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

on campus in the future.
Title IV also requires UM to
provide lockers and locker
rooms for exclusive use by
women’s teams, equivalent to
those provided for men’s
teams.
On Feb. 1, UM submitted
plans for two new locker
rooms. The current men’s lock
er room, beneath Dahlberg
Arena, will be renovated for
the women; a new men’s locker
room will be built underneath
Washington Grizzly Stadium.
“I think it’s unfair. I mean, I
realize the guys probably bring
in more money than us,” said
Karen Goff, senior volleyball
player, “It just seems like they
(the athletic department) could
have built a new one for us.”
Dick Scott, head volleyball
coach, disagreed, “The old
thing about they’re (women)
just going to get the old men’s
locker room, is just not true.
It’s going to be a completely
new facility.”
The athletic department is
planning to build both locker
rooms this summer. The locker
rooms will cost about $400,000,
and funding will come from
donations, Moos said. He said
they are almost halfway there.

"Best New Band of the Year."
Rolling Stone Magazine
Critics Poll, Januarv 1994

-OLE’S LAUNDROMAT-

TUESDAY • MARCH 8
UC BALLROOM • 8:00 PM.

Orange St. Travel Center

$9 in advance/$ll at the door

Hours: 6am-Midnight

"next to Ole’s at the Orange St exit”

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW!
Tickets available at UC Box Office, Fieldhouse Ticket Office
andall TIC-IT-E-Z OUTLETS OR CALL 243-4999’

A// new speed qiieu washers b dryers
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diversion s
Rosen Parker
cracks open
rock opera

'River' characterizes
writer's wanderlust
Corey Taule
Kaimin Literary Critic

Chris Offutt’s memoir, “The
Same River Twice,” can best
be described as a testimony of
the two great journeys of his
life.
At the age of 19, Offutt left
his Kentucky home to journey
East in hope of becoming an
actor. What followed was 15
years of wandering, seeing cor
ners of our country that most
of us didn’t know existed.
The second great journey of
his life, is fatherhood. Offutt
gives in to his wife Rita’s long
ing for a child and a tumul
tuous nine months follows.
The journeys are very much
intertwined, not only in the
book, but in Offutt’s mind,
where he wonders if his past
has made him unfit for father
hood.
Offutt’s travels lead him far
away from his Appalachian
home where he meets and
associates with some strange
and interesting people.
In New York, where he tries
to become an actor, Offutt
dates a black women named
Jahi, who enjoys creating pub
lic spectacles. From here he
heads to Minneapolis, where
his roommate is a Native
American named Marduk,
known for his unusually large
sexual apparatus. Deep in the
Florida Everglades, Offutt bat
tles Hurricane Jacob, riding
out of the swamp for good on
the back of a motorcycle
owned by a man simply known
as Dirt, who is running from
the law.

The insanity of Offutt’s for
mer life, which took him to
New York, Minneapolis,
Texas, Alabama, the Grand
Canyon, Boston and Florida, is
set off by the mundane condi
tions of his current life.
Offutt has settled with his
pregnant wife in a rented
house by the Iowa River. His
journeys now consist of walks
in the woods by his house to
ponder the impending father

hood.
“We recently baby-sat a 1year-old girl as a dry run for
our future,” writes Offutt.
“She slept on her side, arms
and legs poised like a relief
sculpture of a small running
person. Upon awakening, she
fouled her diaper with such
vehemence that I actually
gagged. I have seen men fill
their veins with heroin. I’ve
witnessed a limb-losing acci
dent with a bulldozer, and the
chilling aftermath of a gun
shot wound. Nothing has ever
quite roiled me like that dia
per leaking around each chub
by leg, obscuring genitals and
streaking the belly. Rita calm
ly changed the baby, amused
by my sensitivity.”
Offutt writes with an hon
esty that makes the reader
root for him. The terms drifter
and bum never seem to apply
because we see a greater intel
ligence and awareness there.
Offutt’s memoir is a victory,
over years of inner turmoil
and selfdoubt. “The Same
River Twice” is worth your
time.

Grade: B+

MMWtAbeXlMha
D-paron-rr of Dorm/Dmc School cf Fine Arts

We Serve Fresh, Healthy
& Authentic Gourmet
Food At Affordable
Family Prices

apart
Feb. 1-5, 8-12

MASQUERTHEATRE
8PM / Saturday Matinees 2rri

BOX OFFICE

243„458l

Dine in or Take Out
or Delivered ($10 min.)
Limited area
Mon.-Thur. 11a.m.-8 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11a.m.-9 p.m.

728-1 728
700 SW Higgins
Missoula

Nar nia

tlousc
Live Entertainment
Fridays, 8-12 a.m.

Featuring...

John De Roo
538 University • (Use Arthur Ave, entrance)

S. Frederick Buddy
for the Kaimin

Making its semiannual swing into Missoula is Sawyer Brown.
Newcomer Clay Walker will help make it a good time for alt.
The show starts at 6:30 p.m. in the Field House Sunday and
tickets are $21.

Out and about
Friday, Jan. 11
Lips Together, Teeth
Apart — A compelling,
thought-provoking play examin
ing what we think, what we say
and the disparaging gap in
between by Terrence McNally
(Kiss of the Spider-Woman).
Masquer Theatre at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $7.
Voices from Terezin — A
lecture by Composer Robert
Stem examining, the Jewish
community of artists in Terezin,
a Czechoslovakian Nazi death
camp, at the Missoula Museum
of the Arts. The lecture will be
followed by performances by
composers from Terezin. The
lecture starts at 8 p.m.

The Courage to
Remember: The Holocaust,
1933-44 — Pictures, text and
other materials depicting the
persecution of Jews showing at
the Missoula Museum of the
Arts.
Painted Faces — Linda
Talbott mixes painting, photog
raphy and body art to recreate
her favorite artists’ works at the
Paxson Gallery in the
Performing Arts and
Radio/Television Center.
Top Jimmy — Rock to raise
the dead at Eagles Lodge. 9
p.m. No cover.

Texas Tom and the
BALD.s - A soothing evening of
country and light sounds at
Elks BPO Lodge. 8:30 p.m. No
cover.
*
The Mystics — Three
words: boogie, boogie and boogie
in the Montana’s Lounge at the
Holiday Inn. 9 p.m. No cover.
Moonlighters — Live music
at the Union Club. 9:30 p.m. No
cover.
John Steinhardt—- Oneman band at Maxwell’s. 10 p.m.
No cover.
Maxine Carr — Live blues
at The Top Hat. 10 p.m. $3
cover.

Raymond Lee Parker —
Jazz pianist at the Old Post
Pub. 9:30 p.m. No cover.
Rockaholics — Live rock
music at Buck’s Club. 9:30 p.m.
$2 cover for singles; $3 for cou
ples.

Saturday, Jan. 12

Lips Together, Teeth
Apart — A compelling,
thought-provoking play examin
ing what we think, what we say
and the disparaging gap in
between by Terrence McNally
(Kiss of the Spider-Woman).
Masquer Theatre at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $7.
Painted Faces — Linda
Talbott mixes painting, photog
raphy and body art to recreate
her favorite artists’ works at the
Paxson Gallery in the
Performing Arts and
Radio/Television Center.
Top Jimmy — Rock to raise
the dead at Eagles Lodge. 9
p.m. No cover.

Texas Tom and the
B.V.D.S — A soothing evening
of country and light sounds at
Elks BPO Lodge. 8:30 p.m. No
cover.
The Mystics — Three
words: boogie, boogie and boogie
in the Montana’s Lounge at the
Hobday Inn. 9 p.m. No cover.
John Steinhardt — Oneman band at Maxwell’s. 10 p.m.
No cover.
Maxine Carr — Live blues
at The Top Hat. 10 p.m. $3
cover.
Rockaholics — Live rock
music at Buck’s Club. 9:30 p.m.
$2 cover for singles; $3 for cou
ples.
Frederico Brothers — Live
guitarists at The Old Post Pub.
9:30 p.m. No cover.

Sunday, Jan. 13
Second Wind Series w/
Robin Hamilton & Kim
Zupan — At the Old Post Pub.
7:30 p.m. No cover.

Sawyer Brown w/ Clay
Walker — Country returns to
the Field House. 6:30 p.m.
Tickets are $21.

Judy Rosen Parker
will be playing at Jay’s
Upstairs tonight with
Happy Breath and
VTO, and tomorrow
night with Humpy and
The Banned. Both
shows begin at 9:00
p.m. and cost $2. See
story, this page.

When I walked into the
Technicolor think tank, that is
the Judy Rosen Parker com
pound, I was struck by the
intellectual atmosphere creat
ed by lightly wafting musk
incense. Jon Boyle offered me a
cup of soothing Chamomile tea.
John McKee tugged at his nose
ring, cast the I Ching and
exclaimed, “he kafei de r6n
geng piholiang.” Sitting in
wicker chairs, Jeff Gilbert and
Godot Firesticks argued furi
ously over the contradiction
between Kant’s view of women
and his categorical imperative.
Ned Parker lay on a straw mat
thumbing through a collection
of paintings from Gaugin’s
Tahitian period. Even in this
sedated atmosphere they exud
ed the explosive energy and
darkness present in their
music.
After they suckled at three
or four bottles of Ouzo, I fol
lowed the boys down to the
sound check for their latest
rock opera at Jay’s Upstairs.
Ned kept muttering, “I don’t
know how my fans can have a
religious experience in a venue
of this size.” As they ham
mered out the opening chords
to that Indigo Girls classic
“Closer to Fine,” Jeff nuzzled
up to Ned for an open-mouthed
kiss. I knew then that it was I
who was nuzzling up to the
raw essence of rock *n’ roll.
As the final chords of their
rock opera drizzled away, we
gathered at a smokey table to
talk about Amerika’s ravaged
psyche. I asked Godot about
his inspiration, and he replied,
“This rock opera holds that
what we call our civilization is
largely responsible for our mis
ery, and that we should be
much happier if we gave it up
and returned to primitive con
ditions.” They used to seem
much more depressed more
often.
The cherubic Jeff slumped
in his chair and pouted, “I
always tell people, ‘you don’t
want to be my friend’.” I turned
to front man Ned, whose fans
make an emotional connection
with him that Eddie Vedder
simply will not allow; he said,
“I have a problem with the
good things people write about
us. I have a problem with
everything.”
Boyle, wedging another
Chesterfield into his cigarette
holder, said “Since only mitotic
divisions are involved in our
opera, the genotypes of all
asexual spores arising from
one and the same rock opera
are identical.” McKee, having
recently stolen $312 from the
band’s coffers to fund a trip to
Tyuana where he bought
switchblades and pointed
shoes, concluded, “Fm a team
player. There’s no T in Judy
Rosen Parker.”
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How realistic is your romance?

Galpurnia's glues
g reach out to her
bg tucking mg hands
into mg pockets
S'm no mightg Caesar

She rolls blinding water
over rock
sparking sun back into me.
begging for nothing,
getter fish here,
in faith.

The world will alwags be
better when we fish the
blinding waters
asking for nothing
but a chance to know
begond naming
thatwhichwelove.

Avoid the words,
the will
that wants
to hook.
ganking barbs, deep
into surprised flesh.

Sts a violence,
tricking one will with
another.
Ang violence disturbs me.
it's all too much
and too much of its stench
alreadg runs me.

VJe break so easg
we alwags want more
such imaginings flesh
bones, sometimes set spirits
walking free.

S will want her begond
needing.
S can love her with a purpose
S find getter than
mgself.
S've seen too mang others
confuse wanting with needing
and fall
burning
within the black pit
of all theg want.
gg Tom garrett
senior I journalism
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Join us anytime.
• Food Drives
*
Ushering
• Conventions
* Luncheons
• Picnics & Socials
• Crafts
Tuesdays, 5pm UC114

b)

a) a full-body massage with edible oil
slinky black underwear
c) Godiva chocolate
d) Prince’s “Black Album”

Trek
d") watching all the episodes of Star
Trek and Deep Space Nine

2. What do you know you’ll get?

7. WAaf kind of tattoo would you
like your Valentine to get?

a) a heart with your name inside
b) I love Mom
c) Buffalo don’t give up
d) a serpent eating a woman’s head

a) a card
b) candy
c) Air Supply’s greatest hits
d) nothing

3. If your Valentine could take you
anywhere in the world, where would it
be?

8. Who is your dream Valentine?
a) Tonya Harding
b) Joey Buttafucco
c) your seventh-grade math teacher
✓d) none of the above

a) an abandoned shack in the woods

b) the bedroom
c) a loft in New York just for two
d) Paris

How did you score?
Give yourself 1 point for each A answer;
2 points for every B; 3 points for each C; 4
points for every D. Then find your score

4. What do you want your Valentine
to say to you on Valentine’s Day?
a) Marry me.
b) Please, marry me.
cj I love you.
d) Wanna spoon?

below.
8 to 16 points — You’re realistic all
right, but a bit on the dull side. It s time
to try a few new things. Set your sights
higher. Don’t just eat chocolate —

5. What do you expect your
Valentine will say?

indulge.

a) Roll over bed hog.
b) Did my mother call?
c) It’s your turn to take the dog out.
vdj I’m sorry, this isn’t working out for

17 to 29 points — The ever-popular
happy medium. You have a taste for love s
finer things, but keep your feet hovering

me.

near the ground.

6. What is your idea of a romantic
evening?

30 points or more — A dreamer who
needs a significant other with a lot of cash

and a good sense of humor.

?Are you in need of consultation,
Exhortation or expostulation?

if we prepare your return-

• Rapid Return in 1 to 3 days, GUARAN'ljlEp!
• No upfront fee with Rapid Return.
• ALL STATES.

GRMBSMSfflffi

b) going to the greyhound dog races
c) watching all the episodes of Star

pitchers of beer

Electronic Filing

EZ forms, $25.00

1. What do you want from, your
sweetie for Valentine’s Day?

a) watching your significant other gulp

FREE

• OPEN YEAR ROUND

w woloelle

may have
/a solution. Letters may be dropped
off in the Kaimin Office, Journalism 204.

•FEDERAL AND STATE
SHORT Forms $35.00
LONG Forms $55.00 plus
613 N. Main
Helena. MT
449-4019

1631 South Ave
Missoula, MT
721-2507

FREE
12oz
Shampoo &
Conditioner

In A Word...

Perfect!

$15.00
VALUE!
with any color
service.
Expires 3/15/94

WordPerfect
DOS

THE HIGHLIGHT OF YOUR LIFE
Your hair can look sun kissed and sensational in
minutes with dazzling highlights blended in. Our Matrix
Essentials techniques are gentle and always leave your
hair strong, healthy and lull of shine. Call today. Look

unforgettable tomorrowl

y matrix

essentials

543-1 551 • 307 N. Higgins
L2„.
€ -

A Lot of This...
WordPerfect is the most widely used word
processing program anywhere.
The new
WordPerfect 6.0 makes it even easier to
create tables, print mailing labels, import
spreadsheets, and print complex equations.
You can integrate text and graphics for
professional correspondence, reports and
newsletters. In a word, it’s perfect!

*135°°*
For Very Little of This
* Educational pricing is for student/faculty/staff
of The University of Montana. Must show l.u.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY'S EDUCATION
MC/VISA GLADLY
VISA IACCEPTEDFOR
AMOUNTS UP TO 1500

HOURS:
M-F...8 to 6
Sat...10 to 6

IK
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Different love customs make the world go round
Heidi Williams
Kaimin Reporter

UM student Duminda
Dezoysa was 25 the first time
he French-kissed. Now, the 30year-old Sri Lankan suspects
his parents have another first
plafined for him when he
returns home later this year—
an arranged marriage.
“My family is acting in my
best interest,” he said. “Fm
sure they will put it on the
table for me, but it is still my
choice.”
Others, he said, have not
been so lucky: Arranged cou
ples in Sri Lanka must have
their horoscopes matched
before the wedding to see if
they are compatible. If the
horoscopes do not match, par
ents forbid the marriage, even
if the couples are in love.
“Many (couples) will commit
suicide if they are in love,” he
said. “They will often drink
fertilizer. This is sad.”
Although dating customs
have become much more liber
al in recent years, arranged
marriages are still the norm
for many Eastern countries.

Kumaramuthu Balakrishnan,
a UM student from Malaysia,
said many Hindu, Islamic and
Buddhist cultures still practice
arranged marriages, although
it is changing as more young
people seek higher education.
“It kind of depends on the
parents,” he said: “I would say
it is about 60 percent still con
servative.”
Balakrishnan said the cou
ple will usually be introduced
when the woman has reached
18 and the man has finished
school and become financially
stable.
“Normally, the guy will go
to the house, see the bride and
look to see if the stars match,”
he said. “The girl will usually
sing or dance so the guy will
get to know if the girl is sweet
or not sweet, good or bad.”
Balakrishnan said it takes
about two months from the
first meeting until the wed
ding.
Some countries with a his
tory of arranged marriages are
breaking away from the tradL
tion.
Hiromi Oguchi, a student
from Japan, said many young

Japanese do not like the prac
tice. Most arranged marriages
still carried out are only done
with the approval of the cou
ple, she said.
According to Oguchi, dating
in Japan usually takes the
form of going to a movie or
taking a drive. In contrast to
the old tradition, young cou
ples will usually not even
introduce each other to their
parents until they have
already decided to get married.
“If they’re just dating, it’s
usually not serious enough to
meet the parents,” she said. “I
never introduced my boyfriend
to my parents.”
Oguchi said she likes dating
in America because the men
are so kind and liberal.
“In Japan, men don’t want
to go to the grocery store,” she
said. “They don’t help with
cooking or babysitting. My
father can’t cook or clean. He’s
just sleeping or watching TV
or working.”
In New Zealand men con
sider their friendships to be
more important than relation
ships with women, said UM
student Craig Whitehouse,

from New Zealand.
“We don’t actually go on a
date,” he said. “Usually, most
things are done in group set
tings. Men don’t make a big
effort.”
Whitehouse said Americans
tend to get married much more
quickly than in his country. A
typical New Zealander will
travel a few years before set
tling down.
“Most of my friends back
home didn’t have girlfriends,”
he said. “We would always go
to the pub, but we didn’t go to
pick up a girl.”
Since coming to the United
States, he said he has adapted
to the culture.
“Wherever you go, you
change to the way that place
is,” he said. “I’ve changed a
lot.”
Although dating customs
differ greatly from country to
country, Sri Lankan Dezoysa
for one does not believe the
contrast is that important.
“If I meet my soul partner
anyway,;what does it matter
whether it was through love or
my family?” he said. “I think
I’d meet her either way.” "

Putting the 'ooh'
back in ooh la la
Heidi Williams

Kaimin Reporter
If your sex life could use a
spark this Valentine’s Day,
simply eating an artichoke or
slipping some nutmeg in your
coffee may be the answer.
Nutmeg and artichokes are
just two of the more than 500
known aphrodisiacs. The list
ranges from such clinically
prescribed hormones as
dopamine and serotonin to.
mythical prescriptions like
dragon’s blood and winged
ants.
Although Missoula stores
do not have a current supply of
goat’s testicles or deer sperm,
which are also on the list, they
do have two brands of aphro
disiacs; Nature’s Sunshine, and
Spanish Fly.
Mark Thompson, an
employee at Worden’s Market,
which sells some products
from Nature’s Sunshine said
although aphrodisiacs have
never been proven to work,
they are still a popular prod
uct.
“Herbs and vitamins are
really popular now,” he said.
“IFs all a state of mind.”
Fantasy Adult Video carries
Spanish Fly, a brand of novel
ty aphrodisiacs named for the
Spanish Fly Beetle which had
a wide reputation as a sexual

stimulant. The
real Spanish Fly
Beetle is actual
ly very poiso
nous, causing
kidney failure,
convulsions and
even death.
An employee
at Fantasy Adult
Video said their
products are not
harmful, but
their effective
ness cannot be
guaranteed
either.
. “IFs kind of
like a placebo, ”
the employee
said. “I suppose if your mind
thinks iFs going to work, it
will.”
Although skepticism is
widespread about the legitima
cy of sexual stimulants, their
popularity has survived for
more than 5,000 years. The
Chinese tradition asserted
that drugs like opium and
cocaine produced erotic and
violent effects, and the Greeks
said rhinoceros horn was a
strong sexual stimulant; a con
cept that has remained popu
lar even though the African
rhinoceros is almost extinct.
Some Amazon tribes even
thought breaking an arm or
leg of their captives before rap

A Tiger Lily

ing them would serve as an
aphrodisiac by strengthening
the victims’ genitals.
But there are no longer
such radical measures to
achieve sexual desire and sta
mina. From ginseng to alco
hol, liquorice to liver, the vari
ety of aphrodisiacs themselves
are enough to make some
skeptical. John, an employee
at the Joint Effort, which does
not sell aphrodisiacs, is not a
believer.
“There’s a sucker born
every minute,” he said.
(List and facts taken from
“Aphrodisiacs- The Science
and the Myth,” by Peter V.
Tabemer.)

IJerck Pruitt
Kaimin

The following is a list of
some of the more available
aphrodisiacs. A complete list
can be found in “Aphrodisiacs
— The Science and the Myth”
by Peter V. Tabemer.

Garlic
Broccoli
Cola drinks
Halibut (Most fish are said
to have aphrodisiac proper
ties.)
Tomatoes
Honey
Lobster
Pineapple
Brewer’s yeast

Untitled

A wild tiger lily is sealed inside me

1 (enow you’ re somewfiere out tfiere

and with tke magic of your touch its petals unfold,

V m not sure wfiere,just (enow 1 cure,

until a wondrous beauty is unveiled within me.

you control my tfiouyfits a(f tfie time,
but 1 (enow I never cross your mind.
Xy fovefor you I cannot Hide,
Gut yoursjor me fias already died.

A whirlwind of ecstasy spins throughout me,
at a force uncomprehendahle to the human mind.

It flows th roughout me then explodes out of my body

and gently lands on the people around me.

by Annie Henderson
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By Carafee Bower
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Japanese

Valentines
Tomoko Otake
Kaz’min Reporter
For Japanese teenagers,
Valentine’s Day is quite a big
dhy. For shy girls who cannot
ask guys out with ease, it is
the highlight of the year-. It is
the only day they can brace
themselves and show their
affection to their potential
dates. A traditional symbol of
their love is mostly: “heartshaped chocolates,” although
trends always change. Girls
send hand-made of depart
ment-made chocolates, wrap
them in sheets of fancy paper
and insert cards with their
love messages. The messages
Vary, from soft ones such as
“I’ve been watching you for a
long time,” to direct ones
such as “I LOVE YOU.”
For teenage boys, on the
ptfrer hand, it’s a day of trial.
There is a shared sense of
restlessness among boys on
Feb. 14: How many choco
lates am I going to get today?
Or will I get any?
For mothers, it’s a day of
worry: Will my son get any
chocolates? What kind of
girls are interested in him?
Should I prepare chocolates
myself so that he won’t get
discouraged?
Valentine’s Day is a day of
love and battle, when boys
compete for chocolates, and
when girls are forward about
relationships.
UM sociology Professor
Roy Anderson, who was in
Japan in 1992, says he was
really surprised to get a box
of chocolates from a middleaged lady on Valentines’
Day. “IFs very unusual for a
woman in America to send
chocolate to a man on
Valentine’s Day,” he says.
He was shocked to know
there is another custom
related to Valentine's Day in
Japan, although he acknowl
edged that it was purely com
mercially driven. A month
after Valentine’s Day, there
is a holiday called White
Day, when boys who got
chocolates and gifts from
their girlfriends and lovers
return the gifts.
Sending white chocolates
are common, but recently
white underwear has been
the gift of choice.
Anderson says he didn’t
send anything back oh White
Day. “I believe that the
White Day is quite a recent
invention,” he says. “It’ll be
interesting to see actually
whether the White Day will
become a tradition,”
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The Huffman sisters of Missoula, Molly, Erin, and Beth, have always been there for each other and will continue to stay in close contact.

Sophie, the iguana, enjoys the warmth of her owner, UM non-degree graduate student Karen Antoci.

Amor6, Montana Kaimin, Friday, February 1

OSES, KISSES AND HISSES
STORY BY JEFF JONES
FEATURES EDITOR
An eerie dream beckons a sister back home from France to be with
her sisters and mother. A New Year’s Eve kiss fuels a new romance. A
cold-blooded iguana, seeking warmth and affection, jumps on her
owner’s lap.
Love, the emotion that brings on sweaty palms and palpitating
hearts, takes on the various hues and shapes of a setting sun.
It means something different to sisters separated by a vast ocean,
to prospective lovers furtively glancing across a smoke-filled room, or
to those who lavish it on a pet.
Beth Huffman, a 1991 Hellgate High School graduate, helped raise
her two younger sisters following her mother’s divorce some 20 years
ago. She recalls a night when she lived and worked on a farm in
France.
She had moved to France as the arts and crafts director at an
English summer camp for European children, and then moved into a
small trailer on a French family’s land.
Beth, 21, says she hadn’t been home for two years, her first extend
ed stay away from her sisters, Erin and Molly.
I was getting very homesick,” Beth recalls. “I was having weird
dreams about my sisters. I started to get panicky, like something
might happen. One night Erin came to my room and talked to me.”
It was then that Beth decided to go home to be with her mother and
sisters.
“I really missed our jokes and sharing our kind of sense of humor,”
Beth says.
Erin, 19, had also been away for several months, visiting Hawaii
and New Zealand.
Not all of her childhood memories are fond ones.
“Beth and I fought all the time but she took care of me,” Erin says.
“Looking back, I guess I was mean to Molly until she was about 14.
Beth says Molly “went from a baby to a woman overnight.”
When Beth would be playing with friends closer to her age, Molly
and Erin would invent their own games. One included making little
forts outside with flower pots that served as toilets.
Another game involved turning their room into an “orphanage.”
The two younger sisters would pretend to be nuns. Erin says they had
“dolls all over the place with their little beds. We had signs on the
walls that read, ‘Shhh, children asleep,’” she recalls.

Molly, the youngest Huffman sister at 17, says she was happy
when her sisters came home to stay.
In addition to the camaraderie, she and her sisters are helping
make a dream come true for her mother and themselves - owning a
house.
“My mom wants this house for us,” Molly says.
She works at the Mustard Seed in the Southgate Mall and plans to
graduate this summer from Hellgate High School.
“But I’d like to quit my job and run footloose and fancy free,” Molly
says.
UM students Brandie Theisen and Tor Dahl are running carefree
through the springtime of their relationship.
Since sharing a kiss —initiated by Brandie— New Year’s Eve at
Connie’s bar, they have been inseparable. That night, at the begin
ning of 1994, Tor’s band ‘Oblio Joe’s’ was finishing up their last set.
Brandie says she thought she knew Tor from somewhere, but
wasn’t sure.
“We made eye contact when he was playing,” she recalls. Tor also
remembers. “Yeah, she was smiling at me,” he says.
The ban tore down their equipment to make room for another
group. Brandie says she looked up and Tor was standing near her.
“I kissed him on the cheek and said, “Happy New Year,’” she
recalls.
Although not likely to plant any kisses, Sophie the iguana has won
the heart of her owner, UM student Karen Antoci. Karen says both
her pets, Sophie and a python named Camille, have their own person
alities.
“Sophie knows my voice, and looks up when I come in the door,”
Karen says. “She’s a sweetheart, but like me can be kind or irritable.”
While the three-foot snake is content to hang out in her 50-gallon
aquarium, Sophie roams freely. She is trained to use a litter box.
The iguana sleeps on a heating pad during the night, but during
the day will sometimes surprise Karen with an unexpected cuddle.
“When she’s cold, she’ll jump up on my lap,” she says.
As sisters and lovers look forward to spending time together or
exchanging tokens of affection on Valentine’s Day, Sophie, the iguana,
will probably be treated to some fresh broccoli or a sprig of bright red
cherries.

PHOTOS BY

LAURA BERGOUST

UM students Brandie Theisen and Tor Dahl have been connected ever since a 1994 New Year’s Eve kiss brought them
together at Connie’s bar.
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Reel love for couch Cassanovas....
Shaun Tatarka

Desires

Video

Long lasting commitment from Man
Long lasting commitment fron Woman
Last Valentine’s Day stuck with her
(Tell her you don’t know why she left him.)
Last Valentine’s Day stuck with him
(Tell him you can really relate to Marilyn
Monroe’s character.)
Please female sweetie w/romantic film
Please male sweetie w/ romantic film
Score with Nice girl
Score with Nice boy
Score with Bad girl
Score with bad boy

Bachelor Party (1984)
Soap Opera Weddings (any)
Sleeping With Enemy

Kaimin film critic
If that special someone sends you to the local video store to
pick up something romantic, are you sure you’re prepared to
make the right choice? You might think Mad Max Beyond
Thunderdome is really romantic but your sweetie may want
something mushy like Sleepless in Seattle.
Don’t panic. We can get you through this. In fact, your
Valentine video may do a lot to improve your life. Just use the
handy Kaimin video guide below. Just decide what your desire
is and go for it. Rent now and thank me later.

Niarga (1953)

Casablanca (1942)
Terminator (1984)
Anything with Tom Cruise
Anything with Julia Roberts
Anything with John Holmes
Like you need a video....

and cinema Cyranos
can always pretend to be
studying passersby or scruti
nizing the refreshment counter
so as not to have to force con
versation—and yet the actual
movie is in the dark, which
makes the act of slipping an
arm around a shoulder seem
more casual. Also, the movie
you just saw offers an ideal
post-movie conversation topic.
Now that the decision about
where to go has been made,
the question is; what kind of
movie is good for a first date?
When the other person
chooses the film, there are
drawbacks and advantages.

Jane Makich
for the Kaimin

For a first date, which, as
Jerry Seinfeld says, is really
just two people auditioning
each other for the role of “sig
nificant other,” the movie the
ater is the perfect place to go.
Both of you will feel comfort
able, and in case a love connec
tion doesn’t happen, the sur
roundings can camouflage any
awkwardness:
The daters are in a place
that’s not too intimate. This
means less pressure to make
sparkling conversation—one

On one hand, you could end up
seeing a movie you wouldn’t
watch even if it were the only
one playing for the next 40
years. Usually it’s best to
choose the movie together. If
it’s a flop, but the date is
someone you’d like to see
again, you can view the whole
experience as a look whatwe’ve-made-it-through-togeth
er kind of thing.
Steefr clear of anything that
looks too violent, mushy or
sad. These topics can make the
potentially uncomfortable first

date even more uncomfortable.
Most of us just don’t need that
extra pressure of dealing with
anything too emotional in a
first date situation.
Mushy movies can make
both daters uncomfortable,
particularly if there are lots of
explicit sex scenes. This sort of
thing is usually embarrassing
for both the male and female.
It’s almost, but not quite as
bad as watching the same
thing with your parents.
Heavy emotional movies
don’t go over so well either. If

the film is a sad one, it can
have a downer effect on the
rest of the evening. It can also
ruin make up and masculine
facades. No one wants to
reveal too much on a first date.
The most successful first
date movie is the light comedy.
Not too serious, so you don’t
have to argue about religious
philosophy right off the bat,
and not too violent, mushy or
sad either. Humor makes most
people happy and when you’re
at ease you’re more likely to
have a good time.

Sponsored by the
I.S.A.
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Love knows no limits and pings seal the bond
Ashley Wilson
Kaimin Reporter

aul Lackner, a parttime UM student,
isn’t marrying his
male fiance to be an activist.
Lackner’s fiance, who pre
ferred to be known only by
his first name—also Paul—
said the ceremony will show
their commitment to each
other.
“As a couple that’s pro
gressing in the way of com
mitment on the marriage
level, the question is, ‘Why
do it?,’” Paul said. “‘Why
bother?’ Because people rec
ognize it. People look at it,
and that ring has power.”
Lackner said being openly
gay, or out of the closet, isn’t
a matter of creating contro
versy, but being yourself.
“We live a totally out life,”
he said. “A lot of people
mean living out as ‘in your
face.’ Living out is just living
the way you want to live. It
speaks louder than any
protest.”
The couple got engaged
Jan. 29. They will have been
dating for three years this
Feb. 14, and plan to get mar
ried this summer. The cere
mony will probably be held
in a park or in the moun
tains, by both a friend and a
church leader they trust.
Homosexuality is illegal
under Montana’s deviate sex
law, and isn’t accepted by
many local churches. Rev.
Peter Shober, of the
University Congregational
Church, said they will now
do “holy unions” between

P

committed gay couples.
“It obviously is an illegal
thing, because the state
doesn’t recognize it,” he said.
“It would be a way of a
church extending a blessing
over two people just as in a
heterosexual marriage.”
The nearest church known
for doing gay marriages is
the Great Falls Metropolitan
Community Church. Rev.
Bea Arline, from the Unity
Church; said she would do a
marriage, but she hasn’t yet.
Lackner and Paul already
live together, sharing house
payments, a checking
account and insurance. A
friend of theirs, UM student
Della Carroll, said their rela
tionship is an inspiration to
her and her boyfriend.
“The one thing about Paul
and Paul is they have proba
bly the most stable relation
ship I know,” she said.
“They’re a real role model.
It’s been very helpful to me
how these guys have worked
out their problems.”
lizabeth Bucklew, a
member of Lambda
Alliance, married
Amy Davis, a former
Lambda member, in October
1992. The union was similar
to a traditional heterosexual
marriage. “We had a ceremo
ny with a honeymoon, rings
and all that. Our mothers
cried,” Bucklew said.
Bucklew’s brother walked
her down the aisle, while
Davis’ mother escorted her.
They didn’t run an
announcement in the
“Missoulian”, since everyone
they knew was already

E

aware of their plans.
Theresa Johnson, Missoulian
feature editor, said the paper
would run an announcement,
though, but no one has asked
them yet.
Davis and Bucklew got
married to show their com
mitment to each other, Davis
said. “It’s not like we had to
imitate a heterosexual expe
rience to justify ourselves,”
she said. “It’s a way of
telling your partner you’re
willing to stand up in front
of others and say ‘I love
you.’”
Davis was raised Catholic,
but she no longer practices,
she said.
“You’re told from day one
in the Catholic church that
gay people are one of the
most evil of pariahs in exis
tence,” she said. “I ended up
leaving the church because
of this. It was either that or
pretend I wasn’t gay.”
Bucklew said Missoula is
pretty tolerant, though.
“I think the campus com
munity helps because peo
ple—whether they are or
not—want to be seen as edu
cated and diverse, so they
don’t want to be seen as too
discriminatory,” she said.
However Davis recalled
one time six months ago
when they were seated but
refused service in another
Montana town.
“People are not going to
come up to you and say
‘we’re not going to serve you
because you’re dykes from
hell,’” she said. “They’re just
going to stick you in a corner
and not serve you.”
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Amy Davis, left, and Elizabeth Bucklew got married to show their
commitment to each other.

Gimme some lovin' but nothin' else
Tom Lutey
Kaimm Reporter
Sex, love and chocolates are
just some of the things associ
ated with Valentine’s Day.
But in the wanderlust of a hol
iday devoted to romance, clini
cians say it’s important cou
ples love carefully or a
sexually transmitted disease
could be in their future.
“One-night stands will get
you for good,” says Nancy
Fitch, director of TIM'S
Student Health Services.
And unfortunately, UM
students are infected with
STDs in fairly high numbers.
Herpes is the most common
one reported at the health ser
vice.
“I would estimate that 30
percent of the student popula
tion is infected with herpes,”
Fitch says.
Herpes, a disease charac
terized by open sores on the
genitals, is a lifetime ailment
easily preventable through
condom use and monogamous
relationships, she says.
Fitch points out that many
students pass off genital sores
as pimples and don’t realize
they are actually experiencing
herpes symptoms.
Genital warts are the sec
ond most common sexuallytransmitted disease seen at
the health service. Fitch says
the warts may be undetectable
since they can be suppressed
by the immune system. But
once a person has them, he or
she will alwhys be a carrier.

Unfortunately, students are
not taking preventative mea
sures to avoid these diseases.
A1993 report done by psy
chology graduate student
Mark Simpson at UM titled,
“Socio-cultural, Psychological,
and Behavioral Predictors for
AIDS-Risk Behavior,” states
that 31 percent of the students
polled knew their sexual part
ners for less than 24 hours
before engaging in inter
course.
Another 42 percent said
they knew their sexual part
ners for between two days and
one week before having sex.
Only 28 percent said they
used condoms.
Knowledge is apparently
not the best defense.
The report states that stu
dents are generally very
knowledgeable of HIV risks
and prevention, but still
engage in high-risk sexual
behavior.
According to the report,
students who were most
knowledgeable about risks
were most likely to partake in
dangerous sexual activities.
Donna Standing Rock of
Missoula Planned Parenthood
has this advice for sexually
active people: Use condoms for
the first year of a monoga
mous relationship. Standing
Rock says many people consid
er a relationship of a few
months to be safe and that’s
simply hot true.

WINTER CLEARANCE
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Wedding vows turn golden
Couples reveal 201 years of marital success
Nancy Storwick

are natural and don’t have any
thing to do with the relationship.
“Everybody argues,” he says.
“The relationship’s got to be
heir eyes are happy;
strong enough to withstand an
their words are wise.
argument."
They’re couples from
Marie and Gerald Mueller
around Missoula who have been
have been married for 52 years.
married for more than 35 years.
Marie, 68, says she real
Their advice on making a
ized at a very young age
marriage work? Be sure you
ive 80 percent and
that she would have to
enjoy the same things. And
expect 20 percent. Most put up with a lot
wait until you’re sure you real
because she’d seen what
ly want to be married.
people think it’s a 50-50
her mother went
Adele Lehnherr, 82, has
deal. Don’t expect as much
through.
been wed for 53 years. She says
“Give 80 percent and
as
you
give.
”
people need to keep their own
—Marie Mueller
expect 20 percent,”
goals when they become part of
Marie says. “Most peo
a couple.
ple think it’s a 50-50 deal. Don’t
expect as much as you give.”
ering mar
Marie says she thinks every
riage need to
one considers divorce at some
think about
time, but to her, marriage isn’t
the commit
something that should just be
ment they’re
thrown away.
about to
Olive Stephens, 75, agrees.
make and be
“You got married and you
sure it’s not
stayed married,” she says. “It’s
just a spur-ofsupposed to be that way.”
the- moment
decision.
I lyde Stephens, Olive’s
“I think
husband of 57 years
you’ve got to
'says, “Your marriage
be pretty
vows say you do it for better or
much in
Nancy Storwick for the Kaimin
for worse, for sickness or for
agreement
Adele and Louis Lehnherr of Missoula have
health....It don’t mean much any
about things
reached a matrimonial milestone of 53 years, plus
more.”
that make a
the six years they dated before tying the knot.
Today, the Lehnherrs still make sure they take their difference in
The Stephens met when Olive
daily walk together.
was a 15-year-old sophomore and
your life,” he
Clyde was 18 and a senior.
says.
“I thought he was just lovely,”
Dennison stresses that people
she says. “I was very fond of
who are part of a couple need to
“We lived our own lives and
boys. I wanted to get married
have goals for “the two, not just
then lived our lives together,”
and stay married.”
the one.” Arguments, he says,
she says of her union with her

Kaimin Reporter

T

ments in our lives, but I never
thought of leaving him.”
UM President George
Dennison married Jane on Dec.
26,1954. He says that in the
“olden days,” once you got mar
ried, you stayed that way.
Dennison says couples consid-

G
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husband Louis, 89.
Adele and Louis dated for
more than six years before they
tied the knot. She says she had
accumulated student loans and
worked as a teacher during
their courtship in order to repay
the debt.
However, once she married,
Adele had to give up teaching
because back then married
women couldn’t teach.
“You can’t imagine how dif
ferent things were at that time,”
she says.
Adele was back in the class
room as a substitute teacher
four years after her wedding.
And “after 20 years, we decided
that I should go back to teach
ing to help our two daughters
through college,” she says.
Adele taught for six years
and Louis continued his bank
ing career until he was 69.
“Teaching was my life and
hanking was his, but our home
life was very much together,”
Adele says.
Now, after 53 years of mar
riage, 10 of which they’ve lived
in Missoula, Louis and Adele
still try to take their daily mileand-a-half walk and do volun
teer work as a team.
“We like to work together,”
Adele says. “When we were in
our careers we weren’t working
together, we played together.”
Not that they haven’t had to
work at their marriage, Adele
adds.
“We tried to stay together,”
she says. “We didn’t always
agree. We had a lot of disagree

e?
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Married couples need to have shared goals, says UM President
George Dennison. He’s obviously qualified to make this statement,
considering he’s been married to his wife Jane for 39 years. The
Dennisons were wed on Dec. 26, 1955.
The high school sweethearts
dated for three years while Olive
finished school. They were mar
ried on Thanksgiving day the
year she graduated.
Olive says people need to
remember what marriage is all
about and not get too caught up
in the party and pomp.
“Think about after the wed
ding,” Olive says. “I bought a
new collar for an old dress and I
felt just as beautiful.”
Marriage, she says, is a full
time job. But, she adds, “it’s just
living and you wouldn’t think of
quitting living. We do the best we

can. We breath in and out”
Olive suffered a stroke three
years ago that paralyzed her right
side. Since that stroke, Clyde
takes care of her around the clock.
“He’s a wonderful man,” she
says. “He’s a lot better than lots of
men.”
Clyde has his own philosophy
for healthy matrimony. Love,
respect and giving more ofyour
self than you expect to receive has
made their marriage good, he
says.
“We’ve never had a mess,”
Clyde says. “Its always been
love.”
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Lolo school seeks student tutors
Tom Cotton
for the Kaimin
A shift in class schedules at
UM has left the Lolo Elemen
tary School scrambling to find
40 volunteers to help tutor
children.
Pat Murphy, director of UM
Volunteer Action Services,
said one reason for the drop of
volunteers is that classes in
which UM professors required
students to volunteer are not
being offered this semester.
She said Professor Fred Reed’s
Sociology 200 class is not
being offered this semester
and in previous semesters
Reed had required students to
volunteer 10 hours a semester.
Volunteers working in the
Chapter One program at Lolo
often put in one hour a week
helping first through sixth
grade students improve their
reading, math and language
skills. Ideally the tutoring is
done on a one-to-one basis, but
due to the shortage of volun
teers that is often impossible.
Many times volunteers tutor
several children at a time or

older children will tutor
younger children.
Karen Plantz, an assistant
in the Chapter One classroom,
said she is “very pleased about
the performance of the volun
teers from the university,” and
that she “feels blessed to
have students come
to help.” She said
“volunteers are
required to
have no expe
rience other
than time.”
The chil
dren also
enjoy having
UM students
come and help.
Jason Hardin a
second grader said that
the volunteers “work real good
with us.”
Chapter One teacher Joyce
Stetson, said the bond is very
strong between the students
and tutors and the volunteer
program is very beneficial to
the Chapter One students.
The volunteer program is
also helpful to the students
who volunteer. It provides

valuable job experience for
education majors, Murphy
said, and it is also a good way
to give back to the community.
She also said students can
receive credit for volunteer
work.
Murphy said she recom
mends volunteering
at Lolo Elemen
tary school
because the
people who
work there
try to make
tutoring the
students a
fun experi
ence.
Volunteers at the
school come from
diverse backgrounds.
Plantz said an 85-year-old
man volunteers twice a week
and that other volunteers
come from the Lolo bank and
an attorney’s office in Lolo.
Students who are interested in
volunteering should call the
Lolo School at 273-4606. A carpool may be provided for stu
dents who want to volunteer
but do not have cars.

UM STUDENT Michael Cassens (left) helps
Nancy storwick
Michael Mingo, a second-grade student at Lolo
for the Ka,min
Elementary School, with reading. Cassens is one of 95 volunteers
who help Lolo students with reading, language arts, and math.

Students can influence academic calendar
David Guier
for the Kaimin

Students should be alert to
upcoming academic changes,
says regent Kermit Schwanke,
and they should be ready to
add their input on those
changes.
UM students will get a
chance to do just that on
Monday.
During the ASUM-sponsored election set for Feb. 14
through Feb. 16, students will
be asked whether they prefer
the current semester calendar,
a “traditional,” or a “com
pressed” calendar.
Under both the traditional
and compressed systems, Fall

Semester begins after Labor
Day, allowing students to work
and play longer at the end of
summer.
The similarities end there,
however. The compressed cal
endar pushes the class period
to 60 minutes with Fall
Semester ending in December
and Spring Semester in May.
The traditional system push
es the end of Fall Semester
past the winter break.
Students would have to study
during the holidays and take
finals in January. Spring
Semester would end in June.
The elections will be held in
the UC from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Committee chair Michele
Mather said voters will receive

color-coded ballots about consti
tutional amendments. A survey
will be taken separately on
which calendar students prefer.
A recent survey showed that
42 percent of faculty respon
dents most preferred the com
pressed system, while 36 per
cent went for the traditional
system. The present calendar
trailed with 21 percent.
Faculty Senate Chairman
Alan Sillars says his survey
shows there are many profes
sors who would like to change,
but some are saying “don’t
screw with the calendar. Leave
it alone.”
While opinion varies on the
best semester alternative, some
faculty and students already

agree that the present system’s
late August start is—at best—
unappealing.
Interim forestry school dean
Robert Ream says the late start
has “clobbered” students there.
“At the end of summer, hit
ting the peak of fire season, the
students have to come back to
school,” Ream says. “The
Forest Service and BLM don’t
want students leaving at that
critical time. It’s a real econom
ic hardship on some of our
majors.”
Some students also object to
having finals after the winter
break.
Forestry graduate student
Bill Patterson says he fears a
switch to the traditional system

will break semester “continu
ity,” forcing students to catch
up on their studies before tak
ing finals in January.
UM is not the only school in
the state looking into a differ
ent semester setup. Sillars
says Montana State, Eastern
Montana College and Western
Montana are all actively pursu
ing the issue.
Stephen Coffman, an EMC
communications professor, says
support there for the com
pressed system is “widespread.”
The student body vice-presi
dent of Eastern, Chato
Hazelbaker, says there has
been much student discussion
on the issue, but no survey like
ASUM’s is currently planned.

DOMINO'S House candidate supports education
Bill Barber

for the Kaimin
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and if professors are over
loaded, they simply can’t give
each student the attention they
need,” he said.
Facey is running for the
District 65 seat, which includes
the UM campus and married

Improvements in public edu
cation will be among the main
goals for Tom Facey, a
Democrat who announced earli
er this week his try
for a seat in the
Montana House of
Representatives.
Facey, a teacher at
Rattlesnake Middle
School, feels that his
close day-to-day con
tact with students
and their parents
keeps him in touch
with Missoula’s cur
rent problems and
concerns.
“Education has
suffered far too much
as the budget cutting
process has contin
ued,” he said. “It’s
insane to try and
quick-fix budget
shortages by boosting
class sizes to an
unmanageable level.
“Especially at a
college level, people
are entitled to have
TOM FACEY will be running
their work carefully
for representative to the
looked at and graded,
Montana Senate.

student housing. The election is
scheduled for Tuesday, June 7.
Facey also expressed concern
over the state’s ability to attract
and keep talented teachers and
professors, given the low
salaries the state offers.
Facey graduated from
UM in 1976 with a bach
elor’s degree in biology
and a master’s in educa
tion in 1992. If elected,
he plans to address sev
eral issues, including
state funding and the
ever-present parking
shortages at UM.
He feels Montanans
should help pay for ser
vices they expect to be
available to them. “A
guy living in Sidney or
Havre or wherever who
needs a lawyer, a phar
macist, a doctor and a
dentist should realize
that he has some obliga
tion to help pay to have
those needs met,” Facey
said.
He added that special
incentives should be
offered to medical stu
dents from Montana to
Rebecca Huntington
return to work in the
Kaimin
state after graduation.

sports
Lady Griz stay home
for second half’s start
said. “We are going to be fired up to be play
ing this weekend.”
Eastern Washington has had problems
scoring this year, averaging 59.7 points per
On paper, the UM Lady Griz should win
game. The Eagles have ho players scoring in
two games by wide margins this weekend.
double figures.
Friday, Montana hosts Eastern Washington,
Selvig said the Lady Griz need to pres
(6-13,2-6). Saturday, the Lady Griz play
sure the Eagles early in the game to not
Idaho, (1-16,1-6), who picked up their first
allow them to gain confi
win of the season last
dence.
weekend, beating Idaho
e
need
to
be
“We need to be intense
State 67-52 at home.
intense and
and play good defense, par
However, UM coach
at the beginning of
Robin Selvig knows that
play good defense.ticularly
”
games are not won or lost
the game,” Selvig said. “We
—coach
need to keep them from
on paper.
Robin Selvig feeling like they can score
“I think our players are
points easily.”
smart enough to know
The one shining fight in
that those teams are capa
ble of beating us,” Selvig
Idaho’s miserable season
has been Jennifer Clary. The senior from
said:
Shelby leads the Big Sky in scoring, averag
The Lady Griz, who are 16-3 (6-1 in con
ing 21.6 points per game.
ference play) and ranked 22nd in the nation,
Selvig said the Lady Griz will need to play
remain one half game behind league leader
good team defense against Clary.
Boise State.
“Jennifer Clary is having a great year,”
UM coach Robin Selvig said he is happy
Selvig said. “We need to be aware of her no
to play at home two weekends in a row.
matter what kind of defense we’re in.”
“It’s nice to have more home games,” he

Corey Taule

Xaiznin Reporter
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UM SOPHOMORE Sherri Brooks takes a high-angle
Steve Adams
lay-up during practice on Thursday afternoon. The Lady
for ,he Kaim,n
Griz will be in Dahlberg Arena this weekend, hosting Eastern Washington
and Idaho.

Big Sky's first half leaves...

UM down, not out
Kevin Crough
Kaimin Sports Editor
The first half of the Big Sky
Conference season brought us dou
ble and triple overtime games, onepoint wins and a four-way tie for
first place.
As of 4 p.m. Thursday, Idaho,
Idaho State, Montana State and
Weber State are all 5-2 in confer
ence play, and the only team that is
really out of the race to the Big Sky
tournament is Eastern Washington
at 0-7, but where does UM fit in all
of this? WSU will have their hands
full on Thursday night at
Boise State and ISU travels
to 2-5 Northern Arizona.
After a one-point loss
to MSU last weekend,
UM dropped to 3-4, but is
tied with BSU for second
as it stands now. This week
end, the Grizzlies travel to
EWU on Friday and then to
Moscow, Idaho to take on the
Vandals on Saturday.
Even though EWU is winless,
UM head coach Blaine Taylor said
the Grizzlies aren’t going to look
past them.
“Eastern Washington got a lot of
people’s attention when they took
Idaho State to overtime in Pocatello
last week,” Taylor said. “Idaho
State’s only loss at home was to
Idaho the night before, and they
have played very well at home in a
number of games. And then Eastern
takes them to overtime, and it sure
gets your attention if you’re playing
them next, which of course we are.”
Tipoff for the games will be at
8:05 p.m.
The Eagles (4-12 overall, 0-7 Big
Sky) were at the receiving end of
the Grizzlies’ finest shooting perfor
mance of the year in their last
meeting. The Griz shot 65.1 percent
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from the field for the game as five
players scored in double figures to
capture a 77-51 victory.
EWU’s leading scorer, guard
Brad Sebree (avg. 16.4 ppg) missed
last week’s games with an ankle
sprain and his status for this week
end is unknown. The Eagles’ lead
ing scorer after Sebree is forward
Craig Stinnett (10.4 ppg.)
Idaho barely squeeked past the
Griz in Dahlberg in their last meet
ing, winning 74-71 when junior
guard Mark Leslie hit a three-point
shot with two seconds remaining to
give Idaho the lead 72-71. Idaho’s
All-America candidate,
Orlando Lightfoot scored a
game-high 27 points in
the game. Lightfoot cur
rently leads the Big Sky
in scoring with a 23.9
ppg. average.UM’s senior
point guard Travis
DeCuire scored a
career-high 23 points
against Idaho and now is
leading the Big Sky in assists with
a 7.4 apg. average. UM’s solid post
corps of junior Matt Kempfert and
sophomore Shawn Samuelson have
been solid so far. Samuelson ranks
fifth in conference in rebounding
(8.8 rpg.) fourth in blocks (1.3 bpg.)
sixth in free-throw percentage
(.783) and 16th in scoring (12.1
ppg.). Kempfert is 12th in scoring
(13.5), and seventh in rebounding
(7.5 rpg).
Junior guard Jeremy Lake has
returned to his free-throw form,
and is ranked fourth in that catego
ry (.808). He is also second in threepoint percentage (.438) and third in
total three-pointers (42). Senior
Gary Kane has moved up to seventh
place on the all-time Big Sky list for
three-pointers with 128. He cur
rently ranks seventh on that list
this year with 30.
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INAL LIN

Montana Lady Grizzlies (16-3,
6-1) vs. Eastern Washington
Eagles (6-13, 2-6)
Tipoff: Friday, Feb. 11, 7:30 p.m.
in Dahlberg Arena (9,016)
Frontcourt: The Lady Griz pos
sess the most depth of any team in
the Big Sky Conference. Junior Jodi
Hinrichs, sophomore Mafia Kipp
and senior Trish Olson are
interchangeable parts at the
center position. Freshman
Greta Koss and junior Lora
Morast are capable back
ups for starters Ann
Lake and Kristy
Langton.
Eastern
Washington’s three
leading scores are the
three sophomore
starters on the front
line. The Eagles lack
depth if anyone gets in foul
trouble.
Edge: Montana

Backcourt: Big Sky Conference
Player of the Week Kelly Pilcher

Soccer tryouts
opening soon
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comes off a huge game against
Montana State. Junior Carla Beattie
and sophomore Sherri Brooks com
bine with Pilcher to form a potent
three guard rotation.
Eastern Washington’s starting
guards combine to average only
eight points per game. Junior Keri
Schwenke is an excellent three point
shooter.
Edge: Montana •

Overall: Eastern
Washington has
struggled to score
this year, which
does not bode well
against Montana’s
pressure defense.
The Lady Griz will
be ready to play,
knowing that they
will need to win to
keep pace with Boise
State. Eastern will need to
shoot out the lights from the three
point line to have any chance
against Montana.
The Final Line: Montana 82
Eastern Washington 54

Tennis home
against MSU

UM head soccer coach Betsy
Duerksen will meet with currently
enrolled UM students interested in
trying out for UM’s inaugural soccer
team.
The informational meeting is
Monday, Feb. 14, at 4 p.m. in Room
214 of Adams Field House. Interested
students must be currently enrolled at
UM and must have eligibility remain
ing. An eligibility check and a physical
are two of the initial requirements.
Tryouts will actually begin on
March 22 and will continue through
May 5. All UM students interested in
the women’s soccer program are
encouraged to attend the meeting.

The Montana State men’s and
women’s tennis teams will invade the
Missoula Athletic Club this weekend
to take on the Grizzlies in a dual meet.
Last weekend the Grizzly netters
finished seventh in the Big Sky Team
tennis tournament. They prevailed
over the Eastern Washington Eagles
24-22 for their lone win of the meet.
UM tennis coach Kris Nord believes
that the ’Cats are more talented now
than in any season since he has been
UM’s head coach. He says that the
’Cats’ improvement may stem from
better funding for their tennis teams.
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Steps being taken to keep
pipes from bursting again
Jessica Smith
Kaimin Reporter

The Facilities Services
department is cracking down
on frozen pipes.
Hugh Jesse, Facilities
Service director, said an inves
tigation found the reason
behind Tuesday night’s floods,
and is taking steps to prevent
any repeat deluges.
Currently, the Liberal Arts
Building is heated with steam
and steam-hot water conver
sion, said Bill Queen, Facilities
Services assistant director.
Tuesday night, two separate
heating coils froze and broke,
one at about 8 p.m. in LA 240,
the other sometime between
midnight and 7 a.m. in LA 233.
The heating system in the
Liberal Arts Building includes
a mixed-air controller, said
Hugh Jesse. This controller
regulates the temperature of
the air over the heating coil,
like a thermostat. It mixes air

in the room with air from out
side to maintain a temperature
of 55 degrees Fahrenheit
around the heating coil, which
then heats the rooms.
Jesse said the mixed air con
troller failed. The dampers to
the outside air did not close
properly, “which let the very
cold air in," freezing the coils.
Water expands when it
freezes, and hot water is gener
ally believed to freeze faster
than cold water. When the
water in the coils froze, it
expanded, cracking them.
Facilities Services has
already begun fixing the heat
ing system so there won’t be a
repeat of the accident, said
Jesse, including putting in a
restrictor that keeps the hot
water valve open longer if it
senses that the dampers to the
outside air have not been
closed.
The department is also con
sidering adding an antifreeze
system in the Liberal Arts

Building. “We are determining
what the cost would be to put
in the propylene glycol system,”
Jesse said.
Propylene glycol is an EPAapproved additive for heating
systems, said Queen. It acts as
an antifreeze, like in a car. The
Science Complex currently uses
propylene glycol in its heating
system. Queen said there were
a few freeze-ups in the Science
Complex domestic system—the
supply system for bathrooms,
sinks and drinking fountains—
but that system is separate
from the heating system.
The antifreeze would be
another level of protection for
the heating system in the
Liberal Arts Building, Jesse
said. Frozen pipes might still
be possible, but “it would have
to get below the temperature
we have it treated for,” Jesse
said. That temperature would
probably be 40 degrees below
zero; “I have seen a minus 33
here back in 1989,” Jesse said.

Idosk
The
Kaimin
assumes
no
responsibility for advertisements
which are placed in the Classified
Section. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment,
investment or related topics before
paying out any money.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Australian Outback Hat, brown
w/leather band, extra large size. Left
in ULH, LA or FOR. Please call 2431415.
Lost: Set of keys w/ letter C Mickey
Mouse key chain. 243-1695.

Found: Pair of gloves by Lodge bike
rack. Name “C. Veyna” on them. Call
243-5559.

Lost: Wire-framed, prescription
glasses in a hard, dark brown case.
Please turn in to Kaimin.
M.I.A. - Rotweiler/Chow w/green
collar named Cheeba. Disappeared
near L.A. buildinbg on 2/4. She
would like you to call 543-2938.

Found: Ladies gold watch in UT 2
weeks ago. Call to Identify 728-5846.
Lost: London Fog coat w/red plaid in
hood. Zip out lining. Call x3576.

Lost: On 2/6 near or in Lodge navy
blue “Mad Bomber” hat with rabbit
fur ear flaps and visor. Please call
Keefe 721-0014.

Fleece gloves found in Forestry. Call
to identify 543-4807.
Lost: Youth at Risk and Minitab
textbooks. Call 728-0877 for more
details.

PERSONALS
*** 10% off***
Birkenstocks *** Doc Martens
Get your liftetime student discount
card for extra savings and sign up for
our FREE $500 shopping spree!
Hide and Sole - Downtown.

HINDUKUSH
Treks/Travel.
Offering more trails less traveled in
the Hindukush, Karakoram, and
Pamir mountains. Call 273-3104 for
summer schedule.

Got a story? Come to the 2nd round
of MT Gay/Lesbian storytelling
workshops with Steven Kent.
February 16-18, 7:30pm and
February 19, 10am and 2pm UC MT
Rooms. Free admission.
Bradshaw’s Creative Love Series “The Possibilty of Love”. Monday,
Feb 14 - UM Golf Course, 7:00pm or
Wednesday Feb. 16 - Wesley House,
6:30pm.
Pregnant? Let us help • Abortion
Alternative • Supportive • Free •
Confidential • 1st Way Pregnancy
Support Center, call for hours • 5490406 (formerly Birthright)

Wheelchair Basketball Tournament Men’s and women’s divisions.
Rosters due Feb. 16, play begins Feb.
19. $25/student teams, $50/nonstudent teams. Sponsored by Campus
Recreation and ADSUM. Register at
Campus Recreation FH 116.
Wanted: SWF with the initials ZRR
for long distance relationship. If
interested in Romantic Valentine’s
Day interlude, please call NPB.

HELP WANTED
Cruise Ships Now Hiring - Earn up to
$2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc). Summer and FullTime employment available. No
experience necessary. For more
information, call 1 -206-634-0468 ext.
C5696.

Volunteer Action Services has
possibilities for you! For example,
the YWCA Support Group needs
volunteers to provide childcare. For
more information on this position and
other valuable opportunities, call
243-4228.
A little means a lot! Very Special
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Arts needs a driver to take two
developmentally disabled adults to
dance class Wednesdays at 3:30. For
more information on this or other
volunteer positions, call VAS-2434228.
If the job market is getting you down,
try this on for size. All we require is
•enthusiastic students with good
listening skills. Apply now at the UM
Foundation, Brantly Hall 107.

Marketing Internship Spring
Semester. Need Majors
in
Communiction or Marketing. Paid.
Deadline: 2/18/94. For more
information, contact Cooperative
Education, 162 Lodge.

Summer Help: Wranglers, Ranch
hand, Housekeepers, Kitchen
Assistant, Breakfast Cook. The
Nature Conservancy’s Pine Butte
Guest Ranch, Choteau. Call 1-4662158.

Women's Center sponsors
'Love Without Fear' week
Nancy Storwick
Kaimin Reporter
Valentine’s Day isn’t just a
day for hearts and flowers, it’s
also day one of a week of
activities geared toward
domestic abuse education.
UM student Christine
Stewart is a volunteer at
UM’s Women’s Center, which
organized the events. She said
the idea of “Love Without
Fear” week is to create aware
ness.
If a person is robbed, they
might tell their friends the
next day, Stewart said,
adding people who are abused
try to hide the abuse and con
sider it shameful.
“I’ve seen people that have
been abused,” she said. “It
happens so much.”
' According to statistics from
a survey by the National
Victims Institute, one in four
emergency room visits are
because of domestic abuse and
80 percent of homeless women
and children are fleeing
domestic abuse.

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Classifieds may be placed in the Kaimin
business office, Journalism 206. They must be made in person.
RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
Off Campus
$.80 per 5-word line
$.90 per 5-word line

LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads for lost or found items free of charge. They can be
three lines long and will run for three days. They must be placed in person in the Kaimin
business office. Journalism 206.

Continuing Education at 243-4626, or
stop by the Center (located across
sidewalk from Craig Hall’s east
entrance.

FOR RENT
Need Space? $20/mo. and up. Grizzly
Mini Storage. 549-7585, 807
Worden.

ROOMMATE NEEDED
Roommate needed to share Irg. house
with student and professional.
Washer/dryer incl. $250/month + 1/3
util. + Deposit. Call 543-8404.

Looking for one or two housemate to
share two bedroom apartment. Call
Arthur 543-1187.

TYPING

Sales and Marketing Internship with
local company. Needed Spring
Semester. Commission. DEADLINE:
ASAP. For more information, contact
Cooperative Education, 162 Lodge.

FAST ACCURATE Verna Brown
543-3782

D.A. Davidson Investment trainee.
Summer internship in Great Falls.
Stipend plus paid living arrangements
given. Deadline 2/18/94. For more
information, contact Cooperative
Education, 162 Lodge.

RUSH TYPING CALL BERTA
251-4125

Part time parts person. Must know
motorcycles, ATV’s, watercraft, and
snowmobiles. Apply at Mike
Tingley’s, 2150 South Avenue West.
Tuesday through Saturday, 10:00am
to 5pm.

STUDENTS! Losing your University
Internet Account? Call Montana
ONLINE 721-4952.
Image Writer, like new, $175. Call
721-7424 ask for Bill.
Apple CD-ROM Drive. $350 Justin
243-1813.
386SX SVJA Monitor 40mg HD 6.2
DOS. Many other programs 1500.00.
676-4849 after 7:00pm.
Laptop P.C. 768KR.A.M. Dual
Floppies, mouse, star 9-pin printer
works 2.0 Quicken, More! $400.00
o.b.o. 721-9638 eves.

CARLO’S 50% OFF
CARLO’S 50% OFF SALE. Every
day in February. 204 S. 3rd.

COURSE OFFERING
WORDPERFECT,
LASER,
REASONABLE, LYN 721-6268

SERVICES
Computerized Tax Preparation with
FREE electronic filing $75 or less.
Electronic filing only $20.543-6318.

TAX SERVICE - Short forms.and
State return $20 before February
28th. Call Steve 543-6268.
FOR SALE

WORK STUDY STUDENTS: Gain
valuable experience you would be
proud to list on your resume,
including working on IBM
compatible computers, contributing
to UM’s outreach efforts and
preparing bulk mailings. Other duties
my include answering phones, filing,
andmay run errands. Salary:
$4.25p/h. Applicants must be able to
work at a minimum of two-hour
blocks of time. Call Dorothy at

UM Rhodes Scholar
Charlotte Morrison, a volun
teer at the Women’s Center,
said “Love Without Fear”
spotlights the struggle
against domestic violence.
Activities will include
media boards and a banner in
the University Center
throughout the week, as well
as an information table in the
UC Monday, Feb. 14, from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Stewart said one of the
media boards will define
domestic abuse and the other
will show people what to do
about it.
“People seem to think that
there are myths,” Stewart
said. For example, people
might think domestic abuse is
the woman’s fault. The media
boards will help dispel such
myths, she said.
A documentary titled
“Dreamworld” focuses on vio
lence against women in music
videos will be shown in
Science Complex 221 at 7 p.m.
Feb. 17. A panel discussion
will follow.

Computer with DOS WoTdperfect
Lotus 123 ori hard disc., monitor,
save files on fioppysand print on
campus. $150.00 Hugh 543-6864.

Wilderness First Responder Courses March 12-20 and May 14-22. Tuition
$350.00/$200.00 deposit required.
Registration Information available:
Wilderness Institute, Forestry Room
207 or call 243-5361.
MISCELLANEOUS

E’LOA. All natural herbal energy,
weight loss, and mental alertness
drops. Results guaranteed. For
products or information, call Michele
Mather, 549-4139. Distributers
wanted!
If you’re interested in volunteering,
friends, fun and are going to be a
sophomore with a 2.75+ GPA,check
out SPURS! Info meeting &
-applications Wed. 16th, 6-8pm SS
362.

70 Ford Van, New engine,
transmission & tires. Good body, heat
& cook stove. $2700. o.b.o. Ph. 1642-3040

COMPUTERS

15

FINAL

BOB WARD
& Sons

WINTER SKI SALE!
' (Limited to Stock on hand)

ENTIRE STOCK

ENTIRE STOCK
DOWNHILL SKIS

NORDIA and SALOMON

DOWNHILL

UP

SKI BOOTS

50%

40% »
50%

OFF

ENTIRE STOCK

ENTIRE STOCK

DOWNHILL SKI BINDINGS

Famous Brand

SKI CLOTHING

OFF

UP
TO

60%

Marker • Salomon
Geze • Look

DUOFOLD

Mens' • Ladies' • Kids'

40%
TO

LAYER ONE THERMAL UNDERWEAR

40%

OFF

60%
OFF

OFF

NEVICA • COLUMBIA • ROFFE
• THE NORTH FACE • HARN CORPS
• TYROLIA • NORDICA • OBERMEYER

ENTIRE STOCK

SOREL and LACROSSE
ENTIRE STOCK

WINTER
BOOTS

SKI GLOVES & MITTENS

40%.Limited to Stock on hand

40%

OFF

BOB WARD
& Sons

Highway 93 at South Ave. • 728-3220
OPEN:
9-9 Daily, 9-5:30 Sat., 10-5:30 Sun.

